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We study the nonlinear dynamics of a tapping mode atomic force microscope with tip-surface
interactions that include attractive, repulsive, and capillary force contributions using numerical
techniques tailored for hybrid or discontinuous dynamical systems that include forward-time
simulation with event handling and numerical pseudo-arclength continuation. We find four branches
of periodic solutions that are separated by windows of complex and irregular dynamics. The
branches of periodic solutions end where the cantilever comes into grazing contact with event
surfaces in state space, corresponding to the onset of capillary interactions and the onset of repulsive
forces associated with contact. These windows of irregular dynamics are found to coexist with the
periodic branches of solutions as well as exist beyond the termination of the periodic solution.
Finally, we show that these details can be overlooked unless one is careful to sample the dynamics
appropriately. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2913054$

I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic force microscopy !AFM" has been used exten-
sively to study the surface topography of a wide variety of
materials, and has also proven capable of measuring intramo-
lecular forces.1–3 When operating in tapping mode, the can-
tilever probe makes intermittent contact with the sample and,
as a result, can be expected to reduce sample destruction
during measurement as compared to contact modes. Conse-
quently, the tapping mode has been widely employed to
study compliant materials such as polymers, biomaterials,
and semiconductors.2,4 The interaction between the AFM
probe tip and the sample is discontinuous or exhibits discon-
tinuous changes in its rate of change with tip-sample separa-
tion, is hysteretic as in the presence of capillary interactions,
and highly nonlinear. A substantial and growing literature is
dedicated to the low-complexity modeling of these interac-
tions and a study of their implications to the probe
dynamics.4–11

Previous work has shown that, during tapping mode op-
eration, the AFM probe dynamics explore two distinct
branches of stable oscillations as one varies the equilibrium
separation between the cantilever and the sample surface.4,5

In the idealized absence of noise, transitions between these
branches are found to be associated with the onset of repul-
sive tip-sample interactions when the cantilever comes into
contact with the sample surface,5 whereas premature transi-
tions would be observed away from these conditions in the
presence of noise. Zitzler et al.6 explored the influence on
these transitions of capillary forces, resulting from a thin
layer of water on the sample and probe tip due to humidity in
the surrounding air.

In this paper we study in detail the AFM dynamics using

the model of Zitzler et al.6 by developing and using special-
ized numerical algorithms that carefully treat the discontinu-
ous and hysteretic spatial dependence of the force interac-
tions between the cantilever tip and sample surface. While
the theoretical tools particular to such hybrid systems are not
detailed here !but can be found in the references", the result-
ant formalism avoids the introduction of additional model
assumptions at the stage of numerical implementation of a
forward-simulation model. Moreover, the hybrid formulation
is associated with a well-defined algorithm for evaluating the
dynamic stability of periodic system responses, as well as
with techniques for tracing such responses under parameter
variations regardless of their stability. In contrast to Zitzler et
al.,6 this paper therefore embraces the piecewise nature of
the system definition and exploits this so as to plausibly ex-
plain complexities in the system response.

Hybrid dynamical systems form a natural backbone for
the analysis of mechanical systems with impacts or dry fric-
tion !including conditions of stick or slip", electrical circuitry
with nonlinear circuit elements, such as diodes and transis-
tors, and biomolecular models with chemical switches, such
as the mitotic halving of the cell mass !cf. Ref. 12". In these
cases, as with the application considered here, and in contrast
to smooth models, the hybrid formalism affords a means to
accurately resolve changes in the system response that are
directly associated with rapid changes in the system state or
the state of system interactions.13

II. THE PHYSICAL MODEL

The atomic force microscope is composed of an elastic
cantilever whose dynamics varies due to complex force in-
teractions Fts between the cantilever tip and the sample sur-
face. Following Ref. 6, Fts is assumed to include attractive
long-range van der Waals forces Fv, capillary contributionsa"Electronic mail: nastaran@vt.edu.
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Fc due to the presence of a liquid layer, and repulsive forces
Fr representing the onset of contact. The objective of this
section is to briefly outline the important model assumptions
and quantitative expressions for each of these interactions.
The reader is referred to Ref. 6 for further details.

Let d denote the instantaneous nominal tip-sample sepa-
ration, i.e., the distance between the cantilever tip and a
nominal reference plane associated with the sample surface.
Assuming the interaction can be modeled as a sphere in close
proximity to an infinite surface, the van der Waals forces are
given by Fv=HR /6d2 when d!a0, where H is the Hamaker
constant, R is the radius of curvature of the cantilever tip,
and a0 is the intermolecular constant. For separations
d"a0, the van der Waals force is assumed to be constant and
equal to its value when d=a0. The Derjaguin-Muller-
Toporov !DMT" contact model14 yields a0= !H /24#$sv"1/2,
where $sv is the surface energy of the tip and sample.

Contact between the cantilever tip and the sample sur-
face, corresponding to d%a0, is associated with a strong re-
pulsive force. Again using DMT theory, this repulsive inter-
action is given by Fr=!!4 /3"E*R1/2!a0!d"3/2, where E*!1

= !1!&t
2" /Et+ !1!&s

2" /Es and Et,Es,&t,&s are the Young’s
modulus and Poisson ratio for the tip !subscript t" and
sample !subscript s", respectively.

The capillary force arises from the interactions between
thin films of water of depth h that cover the sample and
cantilever tip due to ambient humidity.6,15–17 As the separa-
tion d falls below a critical distance don=2h, a connective
column of liquid is established. Upon retracting away from
the surface, the liquid column forms a meniscus and neck,
until eventually breaking as the separation increases beyond
a critical distance doff=V1/3!V2/3 /5R, where V is the menis-
cus volume. In the presence of the liquid column, the force
interaction caused by the water layers can be modeled as
Fc=4#$wR / !1+d /h" when d!a0, where $w is the surface
energy of water. For separations d"a0, the capillary force is
assumed to be constant and equal to its value when d=a0.

During tapping mode operation, a low-dimensional
model reduction that provides a reasonably accurate descrip-
tion of the cantilever dynamics represents the cantilever by a
lumped mass m that moves under the influence of a linear
spring with stiffness k, a viscous damper with damping co-
efficient c, a harmonic driving with amplitude Fd and angular
frequency 'd !here assumed to equal the natural frequency
'0=%k /m", and the tip-sample interaction force Fts discussed
above. A schematic of such a model is shown in Fig. 1.

The corresponding equation of motion is now given by

mq̈ + cq̇ + kq = Fd cos 'dt + Fts, !1"

where q=d0!d is the instantaneous displacement of the can-
tilever tip measured from the equilibrium tip position in the
absence of external forces !i.e., for an unstretched spring"
with positive values toward the sample surface, and q̇ and q̈
are the instantaneous velocity and acceleration, respectively,
of the cantilever tip.

III. DISCUSSION

A. A hybrid dynamical system

The objective of this section is to recast the physical
model discussed above as a hybrid dynamical system sup-
porting a rigorous simulation formalism, within which the
bifurcation characteristics of the atomic force microscope
during tapping mode operation may be carefully explored.

Consider the three-dimensional continuous state vector x
given by

x = &x1

x2

x3
' = & q

q̇

'dt mod 2#
' . !2"

Here, x1 and x2 capture the mechanical state of the cantilever,
while x3 describes the instantaneous phase of the periodic
driving. In addition to the continuous state vector x, a com-
plete description of the instantaneous state of the tip dynam-
ics requires knowledge of the state of the tip-sample interac-
tions, particularly the specific combination of tip-sample
interaction forces that are active at a given moment. For this
purpose, let i denote a discrete state variable, such that

Fts!q,i"

=(
HR

6!d0 ! q"2 i = 0

HR

6!d0 ! q"2 +
4#$H2OR

1 + !d0 ! q"/h
i = 1

HR

6a0
2 +

4#$H2OR

1 + a0/h
!

4
3

E*%R!a0 ! d0 + q"3/2 i = 2
) .

!3"

In particular, i=0 corresponds to the state in which the tip-
sample interaction force is entirely attractive and given by
the van der Waals force. Similarly, i=1 corresponds to the
state in which the tip-sample interaction force is a combina-
tion of attractive van der Waals and capillary force contribu-

FIG. 1. A schematic of the lumped-mass model used to represent an AFM
cantilever oscillating near a sample surface. The cantilever has mass m,
spring constant k, and damping coefficient c. The cantilever is driven with a
force of magnitude Fd and frequency 'd. The interaction force Fts captures
the attractive, capillary, and repulsive interactions between the cantilever tip
and the sample. The cantilever is shown at the equilibrium rest position
which is at a distance d0 from the sample surface. Also shown is the distance
from the equilibrium rest position of the cantilever to the onset of the cap-
illary force d0!don, contact with the sample surface d0!a0, and the release
of the capillary force d0!doff. The specific parameter values used in our
numerical investigation are listed in Table II.
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tions. Finally, i=2 corresponds to the state in which the tip-
sample interaction force is a combination of two attractive
constant contributions !that equal the van der Waals and cap-
illary force terms, respectively, when d=a0" and a repulsive
force contribution.

The dynamics of the AFM cantilever during tapping
mode operation is captured through a combination of
continuous-in-time evolution of the continuous state vector x
as per the autonomous system of first-order differential equa-
tions,

ẋ = f!x,i" = & x2

m!1!Fd cos x3 ! cx2 ! kx1 + Fts!x1,i""
'd

' , !4"

and discrete-in-time changes of the discrete state variable i as
per Table I.

Specifically, suppose that i=0 whenever d0!q!doff, and
i=2 whenever d0!q%a0. Each row of Table I then corre-
sponds to a transition between two distinct combinations of
tip-sample interactions triggered by a transversal !i.e., non-
tangential" zero crossing of a characteristic event function
from positive to negative values. In particular, let h!x" be a
function of the continuous state vector. Then, for a given
value of the discrete state variable i, such a transversal zero
crossing of the value of h along a system trajectory occurs at
a time t= t* provided that

*h#x!t"$*t=t* = h#x!t*"$ = 0 !5"

and

+ d

dt
h#x!t"$+

t=t*
= #xh#x!t*"$ · f#x!t*",i$ % 0. !6"

Here, #xh denotes the gradient of the function h with respect
to the components of the state vector x, and the · denotes
matrix multiplication.

Table I gives an exhaustive list of all possible nondegen-
erate transitions between distinct combinations of tip-sample
interactions and the associated event functions. In particular,
the change between ib=0 and ia=1 is associated with a dis-
continuous jump of 4#$wR / !1+don /h" in the tip-sample in-
teraction force, corresponding to the onset of the capillary
interactions. A similar discontinuous jump of 4#$wR / !1
+doff /h" in the tip-sample interaction force is associated with
the transition between ib=1 and ia=0 and corresponds to the
delayed rupture of the meniscus neck. In contrast, the tran-

sitions between ib=1 and ia=2 and vice versa are not asso-
ciated with discontinuities in the tip-sample interaction force,
although the gradient of the tip-sample interaction force is
discontinuous across these transitions.

In order to accurately account for these transitions dur-
ing forward-time numerical simulation, one proceeds in the
following manner. Given consistent and nondegenerate ini-
tial conditions x0 and i0, seek a numerical approximation for
the solution to the initial-value problem

ẋ!t" = f#x!t",i0$, x!t0" = x0, !7"

until a time t= t1, corresponding to a transversal zero cross-
ing of the value of one of the event functions h associated
with ib= i0 from positive to negative. To continue beyond the
corresponding transition, repeat the above construction after
making the substitutions t0= t1, x0=x!t1", and i0= ia.

B. Numerical results

The objective of this section is to numerically investigate
the oscillatory dynamics of an atomic force microscope can-
tilever driven by a single-frequency excitation of its clamped
end for the parameter values listed in Table II. To enable
some reasonable comparison, we have chosen to use the val-
ues listed in Ref. 6, corresponding to a commercially avail-
able AFM that has a silicon tip tapping a silicon surface.

A typical experimental amplitude-separation curve
would be obtained by graphing a representative measurement
of the extent of the cantilever oscillations as the equilibrium
position of the cantilever is brought toward the sample sur-
face and then retracted, i.e., as d0 is decreased and subse-
quently increased. Assuming that the resting time subsequent
to each change in the equilibrium position is sufficiently
long, the post-transient cantilever response can be identified
with a steady-state attractor of the corresponding dynamical
system. The steady-state attractor observed subsequent to
each change in equilibrium position is then a function of the
basin of attraction within which lie the initial conditions ob-
tained from the previously found attractor and, naturally, the
influence of noise and uncertainty.

TABLE I. An exhaustive list of all possible nondegenerate transitions be-
tween tip-sample interaction states as described by the index i, where ib is
the value of the index before the triggered event and ia is the value of the
index after the triggered event. Also shown are the event functions, h, for
which a transversal zero crossing from positive to negative values triggers
the indicated discrete change in the index variable.

ib ia h

0 1 d0!q!don

1 0 doff!d0+q
1 2 d0!q!a0

2 1 a0!d0+q

TABLE II. Values of the parameters used in the numerical analysis of the
AFM cantilever dynamics. The cantilever is driven at the resonant frequency
'd='0=2#f0, the equivalent mass of the cantilever is m=k /'0

2, and the
damping is given by c=m'0 /Q. The Hamaker constant H=6.0(10!20 J,
the elastic modulus of the tip Et=120 GPa, the Poisson coefficient of the tip
&t=0.5, the elastic modulus of the sample Es=120 GPa, the Poisson coef-
ficient of the sample &s=0.5, the surface energy $sv=75 mJ /m2, and the
surface energy of water $w=72 mJ /m2. For all of the results presented here,
we have chosen Fd, which yields a free amplitude of oscillation of the
cantilever to be A0=30 nm.

Spring constant k 27.5 N /m
Quality factor Q 400
Resonant frequency f0 280 KHz
Tip radius R 20 nm
Intermolecular distance a0 0.103 nm
Water film thickness h 0.2 nm
Capillary force turns on don 0.4 nm
Capillary force turns off doff 2.32 nm
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Both forward-time simulation and numerical
continuation18 may be employed to trace a periodic steady-
state attractor as d0 is varied. Numerical continuation is pre-
ferred due to its rapid rate of convergence, improved accu-
racy, and ability to continue the periodic trajectory even
beyond bifurcation points characterized by a change in the
linear stability. On the other hand, forward-time simulation
becomes a necessary tool in the event that a branch of peri-
odic trajectories terminates for some parameter value as we
show below.

Figure 2 shows four branches of periodic steady-state
solutions obtained using numerical continuation. The ordi-
nate axis illustrates the minimum tip-sample distance during
an oscillation !cf. Fig. 1".

As expected, there exists a branch of periodic solutions
!labeled 1 in Fig. 2" that is independent of the sample posi-
tion for sufficiently large equilibrium separations. This
branch terminates at an equilibrium separation of d0
,30.36 nm, at which the corresponding periodic trajectory
achieves simple grazing contact with the water layer repre-
sented by the x1=d0!don plane in state space. A further de-
crease in d0 results in the onset of capillary interactions.
Since the capillary force interaction persists until the trajec-
tory crosses the x1=d0!doff plane in state space, the corre-
sponding perturbation to the periodic trajectory is not small.
As a result, no periodic trajectory with a period equal to the
drive period that includes capillary interactions is expected
to emanate from this point.

To proceed beyond the onset of capillary force interac-
tions, forward-time simulation is performed following the
numerical approach discussed previously. The upper panel of
Fig. 3 shows the family of steady-state attractors obtained by
initializing the forward-time simulation with the grazing pe-
riodic trajectory. Here, 100 values of q are sampled at local
minima !in time" in the tip-sample separation after an initial
transient period of 1000 cycles of the drive. This is repeated
as the value of d0 is decreased in steps of 0.005 nm. For the
case of a periodic solution with a period equal to the drive
period, the data yield a single point for some particular value
of d0, whereas a scatter of points corresponds to more com-

plex dynamics. For example, near d0=29.3 nm a periodic
response with a period equal to three times that of the driving
force is found, whereas for d0=29.6 nm the response ap-
pears highly irregular. The figure highlights the distinct dif-
ference between the pregrazing periodic trajectory and the
postgrazing steady-state attractors. As an example, Fig. 3
shows that the postgrazing oscillatory dynamics is character-
ized by a recurrent !albeit not on every close approach" oc-
currence of a liquid column between the tip and the sample
surface.

The family of steady-state attractors transitions to a pe-
riodic steady-state attractor at d0,28.46 nm. The corre-
sponding branch of periodic trajectories may be continued
using numerical continuation both for increasing and de-
creasing values of d0 !see branch 2 in Fig. 2 and the solid
curve on the left side of the upper panel of Fig. 3". There
thus exists an interval of values of d0 for which the periodic
trajectories coexist with the more complicated steady-state
attractors. A similar observation is again made near d0
,2.17 nm, where the branch of periodic trajectories again
terminates at a grazing trajectory !cf. the lower panel of Fig.
3". Indeed, the family of steady-state attractors that appears
around d0,3.3 nm persists until d0,1.4 nm, where yet an-
other branch of periodic trajectories is found !labeled branch
3 in Fig. 2". This branch corresponds to trajectories with i
identically equal to 1, i.e., for which the meniscus is main-
tained throughout the oscillation, and terminates at either end
at points corresponding to grazing periodic trajectories.

Using forward-time simulation for a large set of initial
conditions in a trial and error manner, it was possible to
locate and trace a second periodic steady-state attractor under

FIG. 2. Branches of periodic solutions obtained using numerical pseudo-
arclength continuation. The points labeled A–G correspond to periodic so-
lutions that achieve grazing contact with a surface defined by an event
function. Specifically, points A, B, C, and E represent grazing contact with
the onset of capillary interactions given by the x1=d0!don plane in state
space !a dotted horizontal line is included to guide the eye". Points D, F, and
G represent grazing contact with termination of the capillary force given by
the x1=d0!doff plane in state space.

FIG. 3. Steady-state attractors found using forward-time simulation. Here,
100 values of q have been sampled after an initial transient period of 1000
cycles of the drive. Separate simulations are performed as the equilibrium
separation d0 is varied in steps of 0.005 nm. The gray solid curves on the left
and right sides of the figure represent segments of branches of periodic
solutions found using pseudo-arclength continuation. The upper panel cor-
responds to the segment between points A and B and the lower panel cor-
responds to the segment between points C and D shown in Fig. 2.
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variations in d0 shown as the lower segment of branch 4 in
Fig. 2. As suggested by the figure, it is not possible to con-
tinue this steady-state attractor past d0,28.98 nm. Instead,
initial conditions on the steady-state attractor eventually con-
verge to the original steady-state attractor as d0 is increased
beyond the critical value. The fold in the branch of periodic
solutions corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation at which
two branches of periodic solutions merge. In this case, the
upper branch consists of unstable periodic solutions. Both
branches terminate near d0,1.2 nm in grazing bifurcations
shortly after additional folds and changes in solution stabil-
ity.

As discussed in the previous paragraphs, each branch of
periodic steady-state solutions appears to terminate at a graz-
ing trajectory that achieves grazing contact with a state-space
surface on which an associated event function equals zero.
Figure 4 shows the periodic trajectories found at each of the
terminal points in Fig. 2. Four of these, namely the trajecto-
ries labeled A, B, C, and E, achieve grazing contact with the
state-space surface corresponding to the transition between
ib=0 and ia=1, whereas the remaining trajectories, labeled
D, F, and G, achieve grazing contact with the state-space
surface corresponding to the transition between ib=1 and ia
=0. As discussed previously, these transitions correspond to
discontinuous changes in the tip-sample interaction force, an
observation that can be placed on a causal footing through a
rigorous analysis based on the technique of discontinuity
mappings.13,19

While regular periodic trajectories with a period identi-
cal to that of the driving exist only in certain ranges of d0, it
is not always easy to distinguish these from the irregular or
high-periodic response found in other ranges without the
sampling technique introduced here. Suppose that, instead of
sampling, spectral analysis is performed to extract the com-
plex amplitude of the frequency component of the response
with frequency equal to that of the driving. As shown in Fig.
5, there is an apparently continuous change in the magnitude
and phase of the response calculated by this method, and no

distinct trace of the irregularity of the instantaneous response
for d0,30.36 nm and d0,28.46 nm. A similar continuous
transition also appears in the magnitude for small d0, while
some irregularity is still evident in the phase.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using both forward-time simulation and numerical con-
tinuation techniques tailored specifically for use with hybrid
dynamical systems, we have gained new insight into the
steady-state cantilever dynamics during tapping mode atomic
force microscopy. Several features of the bifurcation analysis
found here are expected to generically occur in the cantilever
response, although specific details will vary as to their loca-
tion and extent under variations in system parameters. These
include the coexistence of multiple steady-state attractors,
the irregular response separating regions of periodic re-
sponse, and the existence of grazing trajectories correspond-
ing to the termination points of branches of periodic solu-
tions. Although the property of grazing is particular to the
hybrid formulation, the qualitative existence of termination
points as periodic trajectories reach regions in which rapid
changes occur in the vector field is expected to persist in a
smoothed model.20
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